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"Brother in law, help me!" 

Wang also saw sun Lijiang come forward. 

He seems to have found some confidence. 

Sun Lijiang looked at Wang Ye. For him, the Wang family is his backer. 

Wang also suffered losses in Lijiang. 

This matter should be known by the Wang family. I'm afraid I can't explain it in front of my father-in-law 

Wang Shixi. 

"How dare you, the redundant son-in-law of the Xia family, beat someone in Lijiang? Who gives you the 

courage?" 

Sun Lijiang tilted his eyes to Xiao Chen. 

"What happened to the redundant son-in-law of the Xia family?" 

Chen Xuening has just been choked by sun Lijiang. She has long wanted to attack angrily. 

"Is your wife bullied by others? Will you watch it?" 

"Hum, Wang is also from Lijiang. He's also in charge of Lijiang. He's a fool of the Xia family. What's his 

qualification?" 

Chen Xuening stared, but Sun Lijiang said, "what do I want to do with Chen Xuening?" 

"You?" 

Sun Lijiang smiled coldly. 

"You'd better take care of yourself." 

He said and waved. 

"Somebody, please ask Miss Chen to go down and have a rest." 

The beard answered. 

But no one dared to come forward. 

"What are you looking at?" 

Sun Lijiang stared at him. 

"Boss, I, we..." 

Beard pointed to the people who had just been knocked down by Xiao Chen. 

"Waste!" 

Sun Lijiang raised his hand and gently applauded. 



I saw the room at the end of the corridor. 

A dozen burly men poured out again. 

These people are exposed one by one. 

There are more weapons on hand. 

There are steel pipes. 

There's a machete. 

"Please get Miss Chen down!" 

When sun Lijiang said, his eyes fell on Xiao Chen. 

His body was slightly taut. 

No one knows. 

Sun Lijiang, the boss of Lijiang, is also a martial artist who is proficient in martial arts. 

Xiao Chen felt it. 

He looked at the two steel balls that were spinning slowly in sun Lijiang's hand. 

it seems that. 

He just needs a little movement. 

Sun Lijiang's steel ball will be released. 

Seeing Chen Xuening and Xia yunshang, they don't take them away from Lijiang. 

Xiao Chen twisted her figure. 

People have already stood in front of the second daughter. 

"I see who dares to touch them?" 

Those thugs with weapons, who managed Xiao Chen's obstruction, saw him standing in front of the 

second daughter, and a steel pipe hit Xiao Chen's forehead. 

Yes. 

The steel pipe can't wait to fall. 

Xiao Chen raised his hand and clicked with a crisp sound. The steel pipe hit Xiao Chen's arm, and 

everyone looked at Xiao Chen in surprise. 

But Xiao Chen's arm was safe. 

It was the steel pipe that broke in response. 

Xiao Chen stared at the thug holding the steel pipe. 

The man's legs softened with fear. 



Collapsed to the ground. 

"Get out!" 

Although this man is five big and three thick, he never dreamed that someone would break a pure steel 

pipe with a meat arm. 

If Xiao Chen had just hit him. 

I'm afraid at this time. How many of his bones are broken? 

The thug turned around and climbed out. 

"Useless things!" 

According to sun Lijiang, the man who climbed in front of him was a foot. 

Immediately. 

His eyes were wide open. 

"No wonder Wang was defeated by you. It's reasonable to say that gale fist is also a famous martial arts 

skill. It turns out that you fool is an expert in the world after tomorrow." 

Sun Lijiang said and raised his hand. 

The two steel balls were shot by him immediately. 

This sudden attack. 

Chen Xuening and Xia yunshang were shocked. 

"Be careful!" 

The two women shouted at the same time. 

But as a warrior, sun Lijiang. He shot like lightning. 

The steel ball even screamed twice in the air. 

Look at Xiao Chen again. 

He was knocked back several steps. 

Which two steel balls appeared in sun Lijiang's hands again. 

Hollow ball?! 

Xiao Chen has just carried down sun Lijiang's steel ball with his body. Fortunately, he has four gods on 

him, and genuine Qi can be provided to him continuously. 

This ensured that Xiao Chen would not be hurt by the steel ball. 

But this pair of steel balls. In fact, there is another mystery. 

The so-called hollow ball. 



With sun Lijiang's true Qi. 

The ball becomes a strange weapon that seems to be a combination of weapons and concealed 

weapons. 

If it's an ordinary person. 

Sun Lijiang's steel ball can directly hit through the other party's body. Naturally, it will be either dead or 

injured at that time. 

And if they are both martial arts. 

If a warrior has genuine Qi to protect his body. 

In addition, I practiced horizontal Kung Fu. 

The steel ball can pour real Qi into it. 

It will naturally produce the effect of internal injury to martial artists. 

Just now Xiao Chen bounced the steel ball back by relying on the real Qi to protect her body. Sun Lijiang 

received the steel ball again. Then you can continue to attack Xiao Chen. 

indeed. 

Not waiting for Xiao Chen to stand firm. 

Sun Lijiang snorted coldly. 

"It's a mallet!" 

He said and shot the steel ball out again. 

Xiao Chen knows. 

What is the meaning of the hammer in the other party's mouth. 

I'm in the move. 

It's obviously your weakness. 

For people like sun Lijiang and Wang Ye, they not only cultivate true Qi. And this deep martial arts 

attainments. 

Although Xiao Chen is far superior to them in real Qi. But it seems to be the biggest weakness in moves. 

By contrast. 

The gap between genuine Qi and Qi is naturally made up by moves. 

Xiao Chen waved his arms together. 

He protected the vital parts of his body. 

Although true Qi can protect the body, if you are hit all the time, what true Qi can offset is only part. 

Personal key. 



Nature is the weakest place. 

"Hahaha..." 

Sun Lijiang laughed wildly when he saw that Xiao Chen had only defense and no chance to fight back. 

"Brother in law, kill this fool!" 

Wang also saw the stakes. 

He is on one side of the body. 

Has escaped from the house. 

When he stood in front of Chen Xuening and Xia yunshang. 

Wang also had a chill in his mouth. 

"Xia yunshang, you see. This fool will be defeated by my brother-in-law sooner or later. Now kneel down 

and beg me. I can help you plead with my brother-in-law, okay?" 

Xia yunshang frowned. 

She was worried about Xiao Chen. But at the same time, they are not willing to give in to Wang Ye, a 

whore. 

"Fuck off!" 

Chen Xuening gave a cold drink. 

She pointed to Wang and said, "you deserve it. Xiao Chen hasn't lost yet?" 

"Ha ha..." 

Wang also stared at Chen Xuening. 

"Look for yourself. He doesn't even have a chance to fight back now. Do you think anyone else will come 

back to help him? Don't forget where this is. This is Lijiang Hotel, which is the territory of my brother-in-

law's Sun family. I don't believe it. Does anyone dare to act wild here?" 

In fact, Chen Xuening is most worried about this. 

Although she has a heart, she lacks skills. Even if she wants to go to the Chen family for help, her 

freedom is limited. It seems that she can only watch Xiao Chen be knocked down by sun Lijiang. 

At this time. 

Xiao Chen has been forced to a corner of the house. 

Sun Lijiang's steel ball greeted Xiao Chen like rain. 

Right now. 

There was a sneer on the stairs. 



"Sun Lijiang, don't you feel a little blushed that you, a martial artist after tomorrow, should bully a young 

man without martial arts skills?" 

Sun Lijiang heard what the people behind him said. 

His face suddenly changed. 

The steel ball in his hand was retracted by him. 

"Who?" 

He turned and looked behind him. 

 


